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PREFACE 

OKLAHOMA 
STATE UNIVERSIT\' 

LIBRP,RY 

JAN 2 1962 

There are vast amounts of instruments and transducers, which 

with proper use, can be employed to measure numerous and varied t ype s 

of data . Rut no matter how much measuring equi pment t he r e is avail -

able, it is still required to use a good deal of i ngenuity and de-

sign to make the more difficult measurements . The meas urements spo-

ken of here are "The Thrust-Time Measure ments of Small Solid Propel-

lent Rocket Motors. " 

Previous measurements of this type that have been no t ed bv the 

writer have been inadequate, due t o the fact that the t hrus t - '.-~ 

data of the r ocket motor was superimposed on a decaying si n11s oid . 

The decaying sinusoid being the characteristic of the t hrust t rans-

ducer and was initiated into oscillation by the i nitial shock of 

the rocket motor when fired. Needless to say that data ext r acted 

from these records would not be very re liable as far as maintaining 

a very high degree of accuracy. 

This leads to the purpose of this paper, which is to provide 

a discussion of the des ign and techniques employed by the writer 

to set up an instrumentation system that is required to measure and 

rec ord the thrust developed by small solid propellent rocket motors 

over the duration of their burning time. To achieve these results, 

the use of available commercial equipment along with original design 

will be employed. 



The writer wishes to acknowledge Professor Paul A. McSollum 

for his astute advice and counseling throughout the preparation of 

this paper. To Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc ., Tulsa, Okl ahoma , 

I would like to express my thanks and appreciation for releasing 

much of the material used in this paper . 
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CHAPTT<R I 

I NTRODUCTION 

A brief physical description and a few applic~tions of the 

rocket motor are in order here to give a feel for wha t is to be 

measured and why . 

The rocket motor and its major exterior dimens i ons are ,lf pict-

ed in Figure 1. 

· 25 I/ 

432 

~ ----Igniter Leads 

c::;:::====!====?-tf.-~Igniter Plug 

Figure 1. Top and Side View 
of the Rocket Motor. 
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The rocket motor is designed to develop approximately 40 pounds 

of thrust for one second, or a total impulse of 40 pound-seconds. 

The weight of the motor is approximately 0.6 pounds, and is fired 

by an electrical current applied to the i gniter l ea ds. The plug, 

which seats into the nozzle, cont ains t he i gni t er and i gni te r l eads, 

and it is blown free when the motor is fired. 

These rocket motors were used to provide t hrust for auxiliary 

spin and retro functions in a three stage mis sle space vehicle. The 

third stage-payload as sembly and the various anplications of t he 

rocket motors are shown in Figure 2.1 

Fairing 

Payload 

Third Stage 
Engine 

Figure 2. Third Stage-Payload Assembly. 

The third stage-payload assembly is mounted on a spin table 

attached to the second stage. The spin-up motors are fired a short 

time prior to third and second stage separation and the t hrust of 

these motors spins up the third stage-payload assembly to a desired 

RPM. This is done to stabilize the third stage-payload assembly 
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during the remainder of its flight. When the third stage engine 

has placed the payload in its prescribed orbit, the third stage en

gine is separated from the payload and the retro roc ket motors are 

fir ed to push the third stage engine away frorr the payload. The 

de-spin rocket motors are f ired a short time l ater to br i ng t he pay 

load to a no spin condition . 

It can be seen from the above discussion that accurate thrust

time or impulse data of these rocket motors is ver y important to 

the success of the sequence of events tha t occur in the t hird s tage

payload assembly. 

There are four major factors to consider in a n instrumenta tion 

system that will obtain thrust-time data for small solid propellent 

rocket motors. These are listed below. 

1) Detecting the desired data from the rocket motors. 

2) Converting this data from a mechanical to an electrical 

quantity. 

3) Amplification of this electrica l signa l. 

4) Recordi ng the data aga inst time. 

The requirements of these four fact ors are governed by the 

system specifications, which are listed below. 

1) Range: 0 to 100 pounds. 

2) Rise time: 0 to steady state in not more t han 4 millisec

onds with a step input. 

3) Overshoot: To be not more than 1% above steady state with 

a step input. 

4) Paper speed of the recorder: To be not less than 100 inches 

per second. 
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It might be noted here concerning the secor d and third spec

ifications, that the design calculations was to be carried out as 

close to these figures as possible. This would help offset any f ab

rica t ing tolerances incurred during the construction of the instr u

me ntation system. Aft er a system is construc t ed, it is unlikel y 

that it will perform to exact specifications, but fina l adjustme nts 

can be made to achieve t he des i r ed pe rformance . 

Since the success of the instrumentation system i s depe ndent 

mainl,y on the system spe cifications and meeti ng these spec J ,'i cations, 

a discussion of eac h will foJ.low. 

Although the t hrust of t he rocket motors is anpr oximately L;O 

pounds, the range of Oto 100 pounds was selected because i t i s an

ticipated that the rocket motors will give a surge thrus t when t he 

i gniter plug is blown free of t he motor. The magnitude of this 

surge is governed in part by how tight the i gniter plug is seated 

in the nozzle. 

The rise time of Oto steady state in not mor e than 4 millisec

onds with a step input was choosen since it is anticipated that the 

rocket motor will have a rise time somewhat more than this. 

Holding the overshoot to 1% or less will permit only a minimum 

amount of oscillation from the instrumentation system to appea r in 

the data. 

The paper speed of 100 inches per second was specified to get 

a clear indication of the rocket motor rise time, overshoot and any 

other phenomena that might occur duri ng t he burning time of the r ock

et motor. 

The four ma j or factors discussed pr eviously wi ll be satisfied 
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by the items listed below. 

1) Thrust transducer with a strain gage bridge read out. 

2) Carrier amplifier. 

3) High speed recordi ng oscillograph in conjunction with a 

high frequency galvanometer. 

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to developing the 

instrumentation system into a compatible unit that mee ts the spec

ifications. 
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CHAPTER II 

DESIGN OF THE THT:rUST TR..tU!SDU8ER 

As shown in Figure 3, a deflecting ca ntilever beam with damping, 

and employing a strain gage bridge read out, will be the principle 

used in the design of the t hrust transducer. 

~----- Rocket Motor 

--- Rocket Motor 
Holder 

---- Cantilever 
Beam 

Cut Away of 
b,--,~----~----::::::=v,;;Jt:==-~L.-~ Da shpo t Assembly --~ 

Strain Gages 
Top & Bottom 

Figure 3. Sketch of the Thrust Transducer. 
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The transducer will operate in this manner: '..Vhen the rocket 

motor is fired, the beam will deflect an amount proportional to the 

thrust of the rocket motor. The deflection of the beam will stretch 

the top pair of strain gages and compress the bottom pair, thereby 

increasing the resistance of the to p pair and decreasing the resist-

ance of the bottom pair. The gages will be wired as an additive 

bridge network. The dashpot serves the purpose of suppressing any 

oscillation when the motors are fired. 

As can be seen from Figure 3, the tra nsducer resolves i nto a 

spring-mass-damped system. The spring being the cantilever be :, rn , 

the mass being the entire weight supported by the beam, and the 

damper being the dashpot assembly. It is ass umed that the tra ns-

ducer will be operated in its linear range. 

The design of the t ransducer will be divided into f our parts. 

These are listed below. 

1) Determining w">7 , the undampe d natural angula r frequenc y of 

the transducer, and j the damping factor of t he transducer 

to satisfy specifications two and three. 

2) The design of the rocket motor holder and the dashpot piston; 

and a weight estimate of all moving members of the transducer. 

3) The design of the cantilever beam. 

4) The design of the dashpot assembly. 

Determining w., and t . 
An equivalent sketch of the transducer is shown in Figure 4, 

from which the force balance differential equation is written with 

the transducer in the equilibrium position. 

T(t) = Mdex. + cd-x r kx 
dt 2 dt ) 

(1) 
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where T(t) is a step input. With the initial velocity v(O)=O 

and the initial displacement x( O)=O, the Laplace transformation1 

of ( 1) is 
X. = T ___ ! ___ _ 

S MS 2 f-CS1"I< ) 

where s = er +jw , a complex variable . 

Figure 4. Equivalent Sketch 
of t he Transducer. 

(2) 

To illustr ate the transducer charac t er istics as ir, , C and K are 

varied , a root locus plot2 will be made as each respectively, is 

varied from O to oO. 

From Figure 5 it can be seen that, when the locus lies in the 

second and third quadrant, the transducer is oscillatory or under-

damped. When the locus lies at the saddle points, the trans ducer 

is critically damped and when the locus lies on the negative real 

axis, other than the saddle points, the t r ansducer is overdamped. 

From the foregoing observati ons it can be concluded that there 

are three possible solutions to the differential equation (1). They 

are: 

1) The underdamped case - - - - - CX.Mz. < ~ 

2) The critically damped case c}41,12. ::. K/M 

3) The overdamped case CfaM2. > K,01 

Since the desi gn is to be carried out with a small amount of 

overshoot, the solution of the underdamped case is the one needed . 
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Jw Variable M 

M :;:; o 

-l<Jc 

Variable C 

-~ c= oo 

JW Variable K 

-s. K=o 
M 

Figure 5. Root Loe us Plot as f:: , C and I<. 
are Varie d From O to 00 . 
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Now the transducer weighting function3 will be found from the 

differential equation (1) for the underdamped case with the thrust 

input equal to a unit impulse. From this, (2) becomes 

I 
)(.(S)= /115'-/-CS+I< ) (3) 

and the inverse transform of (3) is 

-¥i ~ 
X{t):. W(t) = ~ yr;M~~"'\. ~ 1~-C~M). t ) (4) 

where W(t) is the transducer weighting function. 

With the transducer weighting function known, the convolution 

integral1 will now be employed to determine the response of th P. trans-

ducer to a step input of thrust. The convolution integr a l is 

X/t): i~/t-?-)i,;(l")dl" J ( 5) 

where 'r is a time shift variable, f;(c-"r)=TJ-<(t-"i") and fz('r')=W('?-'J. 

I nserting these functions into (5), the expression 

(6) 

is obtained. Since )A(t-?-) equals uni ty for t>I' and zero fort< 'r , 

(6) becomes 

(7) 

Upon i ntegrating (7) between t he limits of O tot, the res pons e 

of t he transducer with a step input of thrust is found to be 

xrt>=77K{,- -(i0; E-',{N/~cv7M-%,.~t+l/)>1 (8) 
1/KJM-~2.. j) 

where ,p = arc tan{-V 'ff.,- cx.,)~J ' 
Since the specifications are given indirectly in terms of the 
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natural angular frequency ( 6.)71 ) and the damping ( i ) , it is de

sired to write (8) in terms of uJ~ and { instead of M, C, and K. 

It can be seen from (8) that '-/KiM-'.¥Mz is the damped natural 

angular frequency of the transducer. Also, if C = 0 (no damping), 

the natural angular frequency of the transducer is 

W'YJ=~. 

Factoring ~ from 1{KlM- ~Mt yields 

where 

~ Yi- ~M = 6J"n Y1-(c J 

1 = CJ.--l1<1ri • 

Writing (8) in terms of (9), (10), and (11) yields 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

{ 
-(w,,t J 

X(~l=1i'K I- . E: Mn(w.,,Jf1-(ti:+y;) (12) -.;, -(' 
) 

where (/,I :: arc tanfJ,- f'~ J. ( 13) 

W>, and f must be found to satisfy the specifications, bear

ing in mind that x(t) must go from zero to steady state ( ~~s) in 

not more than 4 milliseconds and the overshoot is to be not more 

than 1%. 

By differentiating (12) with res pect to time and setting this 

equal to zero, the time at which the maximum and minimum points of 

x(t) occur may be found.4 Hence, 

[~
-(%t 

dx = ~ w,., E ..4Ur1. (w-., V, - i 2 t; + f./1) 
.<ft I\ I- fl. 

(14) 

or 
(15) 
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Employing the double angle trigonometric identity,5 (15) may be 

written as 

From ( 13)' tan 1/J = -v I -11 r ' therefore 

(17) 

(17) is equal to zero when (j)"n VI - 61. t= OJ TT) 2n;317, ...•....•• 

The minimum values of x ( t) occur when Wr,v1-t 2 t= ~ 217, .... .. , and 

the maximum values of x(t) occur when Wy, f;-f ~t=- ff; 3ff, ... , . ... ..• 

That is to say, the damped sine term in (12) alternates abov~ and 

below the steady state value of x(t) every 77 radians. The maxi-

mum overshoot will occur when the step input is initially applied. 

Therefore, 

(Hs) 

at the maximum value of x(t). 

Since there are two unknowns ( W..,., and { ) , and only one 

equation (lS), another equation is required to find Wi? and j 
to satisfy the specifications. The second equation will be derived 

from (12). 

Noting (12), it can be seen that as t~oo; ?c(t)-+T/x. which 

is the steady state solution of x(t) ( Xss ), and the term contain

ing the damped sine expression is the transient solution of x(t)(X~). 

Overshoot is defined as the ratio of 8/'"Xss, where 6 is the maximum 

diviation of x(t) above X.s.s, and as stated in (18) the maximum 

overshoot will occur at W.,, YI - fa i = lT. 

From the foregoing discussion, (12) may now be written as 

[ - 71 i'/li="r 1 'X.ss-+ 8 ::. ~.ss 1- • 4.0i(rr+ f./1) 
¥1 - t" 

) 

(19) 
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or 

, thus (20 ) becomes 

o/v -::. E - 77-1/11 -tz. 
Xss ) 

or 

Since O/x~s is known to be O .01 from the specifications, / 

be evaluated. Thus, 

{ = 0.82 

To evaluate UJ~, it is recalled that when x(t): ')(s5 

or 

and by (13) and (23) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

may now 

(23) 

(26) 

(- tan 'j)) will occur only in the second and fourth quadrant. ( - tan (/J 

will be in the second quadrant when x (t) starts to go above Xs~ 

and in the f ourth quadrant when x(t) r eturns to 1:::5 s. The first 

case is the one of interest, thus 

From the specifications t is known to be 4 milliseconds and from 

(23), t= o.82, thus 

W'/1 ~ 1100 r adians/second . (28) 

To insure a rise time of not more than 4 milliseconds , CU~ will be 

increased to ~: 1200 r adiar.s / second. (29) 
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Weight Estimate. 

It can be seen from (9) and (11) that the mass of the trans-

ducer moving parts must be known to de ter~ine K, the stiffness of 

the beam, and C, the viscous dRmping of the transducer . 

The rocket motor weight is known from t he ma nufacturer's data . 

The basic dime nsions of the rocket motor holder and dashpot pis t on 

will now be designed to determine t heir weights . The we i ght of the 

cantilever beam will be es tima ted . 

The rocket holder is shown in Figure 6 , 

-----12.." ----'!.-l I< a >-I 

Material: 
Steel 

l ft 
i 'Yit I IJ 

I I ra 
,_ -- _________ _J_~ 

,~ 211 ~, 

Figure 6. Rocket Jfotor Holder . 

The dashpot piston is shown in Fi gur e? . 

Material: 
Aluminum 

I 

+ 

I--•-- 2''----,..1 
Figure?. Da shpot Piston. 

. s'' 
2a 

JI/ 



The cantilever beam is shown in Figure 8 . 

Material: 
Steel 

Figure P. Cantilever Beam. 

The lengt h of 4 1/4" and the width of 4" are selected Li a llow 

adequate space for the loc ::i tion of t he rocket motor holder and t he 

strain gages. The thickness of the beam (a) will be calcul ated to 

achieve the desired natura l f requency. 

Summation of the weight estimates. 

1) Rocket motor - 0.6 pounds. 

2) Rocket motor holder - 0.3 pounds. -
3) Dashpot piston and assorted hardware 0 .3 pounds. 

4) Cantilever beam = 1. 2 pounds . 

Total weight estimate = 2. 5 pounds. 

Design of the Cantilever Beam. 

Since W'ri and Mare now known, K may be calculated by (13) 

and the thickness of the beam (a) can be determined. So by (13) 

k= 9330 pounds/inch. ( 30 ) 

The deflection formula 6 for cantilever beams will be employed 

to fi nd the stiffness (a ). 
/( 6EI 

- J<(3L -..P_) ) (31) 

15 
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where E is the modulus of elasticity of steel -30 X 106 psL , I 

is the moment of inertia of the beam about the width axis - ~ 3 , 
I Z. 

Lis the length of the beam -4.25 inches, and J. is the length from 

the base of the beam to where the load is applied -3.25 inches. In-

serting these values and (30) into (31) yields 

a3: 0.0156 cubic inches, 

or 

a=- 0.25 inches. 

(32) 

(33) 

From (33) it is concluded that the beam be 0.25 inches thick for 

the transducer to have a natural angular frequency of 1200 radjans/ 

second. 

Design of the Dashpot. 

Since ,i , M and K are knovm, the damping coefficient (C) may 

be calculated. By (11), 

or 

C = 12. 7 pounds/in/sec. (34) 

In this design, a viscous fluid for the dashpot assembly will 

be selected. The clearance gap between the piston and cylinder walls 

will be treated as a circular pipe and the pipe diameter will be 

calculated to achieve the proper damping. 

The empirical formula for laminar flow? 

llPJ :. 7' A.< Q 
I~ d'I- (35) 

will be employed to calculate the pipe diameter (d), and k is a 

proportionality constant and equal to 0.000273, Q is the flow in 

gallons per minute,)"'- is the viscoscity of the fluid in centipoise, 

and tlo/~ is the pressure drop per unit length in psi per foot. 

16 



17 
The fluid selected for this calculation was .SAE 30 lubricating 

oil. This fluid has a viscoscity of approximately 500 centipoise 

at 70° F. 

The average velocity of the piston is approximately 

A."/. >l.s s v =- rr = /?IS£ t1M, ; U6) 

or 

v= 1.07 in/sec. (37) 

The force applied to the cros s sectional area of fluid under 

the piston is 

F=CV= (12.7)(1.07)= l J .6 pounds, (38) 

and the cross sectional area is 
2 ~-JLQ-n . rJ - .,_ - s q . in. (39) 

Di vi ding ( 38) by ( 39) and the length of the piston ( 1/12 ft.) yields 

the pressure drop per unit length required to give the proper damp-

ing. Hence, 

(40) 

The rate of flow in gallons per minute is given by 

- FJ(v)- (1i.,)(1.o'l)(60)==/.2. GPM. (41) 
Q - IA - ( 3. 14 I <o}(2 3 I) 

Inserting k, ).J.., (40) and (41) into (35) yields 

d'I= ((),00027::.co)(l,2) = o.oOJISIN~ (42) 

or 

d = 0.135 inches. 

The area of the clearance between the piston and cylinder wall is 

(43) 
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where D2 is the diameter of the cylinder. Solving ( 43) for D2 

yields 

or 

4,=2.01 inches. (44) 

The clearance is given by 

C tJ,. -o, 
G-:. -2.- = 5/1000 inch. (45) 

A clearance this small between the pis t on and cylinder wall would 

not leave much room for machining tolerances. So to relieve t his 

problem somewhat, the clearance gap was i ncreased to eoual 

Ci;= 10/1000 inch. (46) 

The design of the dashpot was carried out to obtain a r eason-

able figure for the clearance between the pi s ton and cylinder wall. 

It is very unlikely that the t ransducer will have exactly a dampi ng 

factor of 0.82 with the fluid selected initially. This can be con-

tributed to the increase in gap clearance, machining t oleranc e s in 

the fabrication of the cylinder and piston, the vicoscity of t he 

fluid not being the value read off the manufacturer's graph sheet, 

and the design by empirica l formula. However, t his may be remedied 

after the t r ansducer i s f abri ca t ed a nd assembl ed. If the transducer 

doesn't perform satisfactorily with the origina l fluid selected, 

there is a wide variety of inexpensive lubri cating oils of various 

weights a nd viscosities that can be tried until the proper damping 

is achieved. In the final adj ustments, the writer t ried three dif-

ferent weights of lubricating oil and a 1[.[L 0-5603 hydraulic oi l, 

the latter being t he fluid tha t gave t he t r a nsducer t he proper damp-

ing. 



The transducer design is now comnlete, except for assemblage 

hardware , which was omitted because it would not contribute to t he 

pur pose of t his paper . 
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CHAPTFR III 

STR.~ H.1 GAGE BRIDGE , C.ARRIER .~MPUFIER, 

As suggested by its name, the strain gage opera t es on the prin-

ciple of strain. Thi s is, a given strain will cause an elongation 

of the gage which thereby caus es a change in its r esistance . ~he strain 

gage is a bilatera l device which can be used in compression of t ension . 

For this application, a four active arm bridge will be used , 

t wo in compression and t wo i n tension . Ther e a r e two ma .ior advan-

tages in using a f our active arm bridge over a sin~le ac t ive a r m 

bridge. These are : four times more s ensi tivit y than a singl e active 

arm bridge , and self temrer a t ure compensating . 

An analysis of the strain ga ~e bridge with a carr ier excita t i on 

will now be made, bearing in mind thPt the s train and change in r e-

s istance of the bridge is directly proportional to the deflection 

x(t) of the transducer and thereby t he t hrus t of t he r ocket mot or. 

The ci rcuit di agr am for Vie s t r nin rrage br i dge and the carrier 

excitation i s shown in Fi gur e 9. 

Figure 9. Strain Gage Br idge 
and Carrie r Excitation Di agr am. 

20 



From Figure 9, EM is the carrier voltage, ulc is the carrier 

angular freouency, H is the nomi nal gage resistance, !::. R is an 

increase in res istance of the gage due t o tension, - 6 R is a de -

crease in r esi s tance of t he gage due to compression and e0 i s t he 

resultant out put voltage due to an unbalanc e in the bridge . 

As sume a t present that t he carri er excitatior voJ t age is direct 

ra ther than alternating and that AR varies sinusoidally at an an-

gular f r equency (.J)~. 

The output vo1tage equation in terms of excitation and the cir-

cuit resistances i s 

e _ E,., (frA~..401. w~t) 
0 - ,4),oa14<.,h."<-'111 t,.iA'·4,f~w,,.,t 

FM (R~~~t<Jt,,it) \ 1) 
R-+tJt~Wn,t M-t.~/J.4,f.lJ.,,f l 

where W~ is the modulating angular frequency. Upon simplif yi ng , 

(1) becomes 

(2) 

Substituting EM4rit<,i,t for £~, yi elds 

e = E,-,/J~~w. t~UJ. t 
() ~ C ')?') j 

D) 

or 

(4) 

From (4) it is seen that a double s ideband suppressed carrier 

signal is present at the output. Therefore, along with amplifica-

tion, the output must be detected with a phase sensitive de te ctor 

which supplies t he riis sing carrier. Once this is accomplis hed the 

output may be plot ted on a recording oscillograph. The carrier am-

plifier frequency must be about 7 time s greater than the modul ating 

frequenc y. 

The carrier amplifier selected for this instrumentation system 
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has a carrier frequency of 20 kilocycles, at a maximum excitation 

voltage of 5 volts HMS, a useful frequenc y range of Oto 3000 cycles 

per second and a maximum gain of 1000 . 

As stated in the system specifications, the paper s peed of the 

recording oscillograph must be at least 100 inches per second. There 

are a good many oscillographs on t he market tha t c;rn attai n this r e

cording speed and much more. The instrument sele cted for t his sys

tem was a Century 40g recording oscillograph. 

The galvanometer selected to be us ed i n con.i uncti on vd t,h the 

oscillograph was the Century 210C:53-3 galvonometer. The C:entu::'.v 

210C53-3 galvonometer was selected because of its high na t ur al fre 

quency as compared to the tra nsducer natura l frequency . I t char

acteristics are: 

1) Natural frequency - 850 cps. 

2) Resistance of t he coil - 40 ohms. 

3) Damping - 64%. 

4) DC sensitivity - 3. 23 milliamps per i nch. 
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(; i1 ~. PTF0 I V 

r, J-IFCK OTJT /\ND r, A lIRBA TJ ON 

After the complete assembly of a des igned sys tem i t is desir

able to check the system out thr oughly before putt ing it to use 

for t he purpose for wh ich i t i s i ntended. 

Since t he clearance be t ween th e piston and cylinder wall of 

the das hoot assembly was very small, 0 . 001 i nches, it is l ikely 

that the pis t on will t ouch the cylinder wall with or wit hout a load 

on the transducer. If the nis t on we re a llowed to touch or rub the 

cylinder wall, the da t a obtained from the system would be worthless 

because the friction between the piston and cylinder wall would re

strain the cantilever beam from making a true deflection. 

The alignment of the pis t on and c~rlinder was achieved by mount

ing t he das hpot cylinder and pedestal on a n i nsul a t ing board. An 

ohmmeter was then used to check continuity between the piston and 

cylinder wall. '1'he cylinder was adjusted until the ohmmeter read 

open circuit with the cantilever beam loaded a.nd unloaded. Thus) 

the piston was properly aligned. 

Next, it was desired to determine if the fluid selected for 

the dash pot would give the transducer t he proper da.mping. 

This check out was done by givir.g the tra nsducer an initial 

displacement input and recording the transient response of the trans

ducer. If the transducer response was overdamped, a lighter or less 
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viscous fluid could be tried, of if the response was underdamped or 

highly osci llatory, a heavier or more viscous flui d could be tried . 

This procedure could be followed until the proper response was ob

tained . 

The calibration of the system was a simple matter. A known 

dead weight was pl aced on the t r ansducer with its ,~ enter of gravity 

placed directly i n line with the center line of the rocket motor 

thrust vector. The deflection of ~,he gal vonometer was noted a nd 

t ebulated. This pr ocedure conti nued with differ ent weights until 

the system was calibrated from O to 100 pounds. 
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CHI\PTFR V 

SUMYARY 

In Chapter I, the need for improved thrust-time measurements 

was established b.Y a discussion of previous measurements of this 

t ype and b.Y the critical application of the rocket motor in t he 

missle field. Also, t he requirements of t he instrumentation s ;u c:: tem 

were specified and discussed to provide an insight to the r roblem 

at hand. 

Chapter II provided a discussion of a design of a thrus t trans

ducer. This included: selecting the principle of a damped deflect

ing cantilever beam for the transducer and resolving it i nto a sec

ond order linear differential equation; investigating the thr ee pos 

sible solutions of the differ ential equation by the root locus plot 

s hown in Figure 5; determining the transducer weighting function and 

using it in conjunction with the convolution integral to find the 

response of the S.Ystem to a step input; the deriva tion of t wo equa

tions from the solut ion of the di ffe re ntial equation and the S.Ystem 

specifications t o find the required natural angular frequency and 

the damping factor of the transducer; est i mating the mass of the 

transducer moving parts; and t he design of the cantilever beam and 

dashpot as sembly. 

A circuit analysis of the s train gage br idge excited b.Y a car

rier voltage wa s pr esented in Chapter III . The anal.Ysis show t hat , 
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along with amnlification, the output of the bridge must be detected 

by a pha se sensitive detec tor which suoplies t he missing carrier. 

Also included i n Chapter III was the selection of t he rec or ding os

cillogra ph and associated galvanometer. 

Chapter IV provided a discussion of the techniques used in 

checking out the instrumentation system so a s to r emedy any faults 

the system migh t have. Also , the calibration pr ocedure of t he s ,ys

tem was presented . 

The completed ins t rumentation system to measure thrus t - t ime 

data of small solid propellent r ocket motors perfor med sat is fa~tori

ly in all aspects. The di=i ta r ecords were essentially "clean ," that 

is to say , there was a minimum amount of noise appeering in the data. 

Because of this, extract ing the data from the records was a fairly 

easy process. The system provided reliable data with a good degree 

of accuracy and after many thrus t -time measurements, the ins trumen

tation system still performed satisfac tori ly . 
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